
Smart striping where the lines on roadways are bright and clear enough for
smart cars to detect for a safer traveling experience
Rubberized asphalt made up of recycled tires added to the asphalt mix that
increases road durability, extends the life of the pavement, and reduces
maintenance needs over the life of the road
Beautiful beneficial pollinators planted along the highway which cut down on
mowing and maintenance, expands available food sources, and simply
beautifies the landscape
Solar-powered vehicle charging, tire safety checks, inductive charging, and
autonomous & connected vehicle infrastructure housed at its Welcome center

The Ray
What does an 18-mile stretch of highway in rural Western Georgia have to do with
Charleston County? As it turns out, plenty.

The Ray is an 18-mile transportation test bed for innovation and safety research
located in LaGrange, GA on the Georgia/Alabama border. This high-tech roadway is
named after Ray C. Anderson who was the founder and chairman of Interface, Inc,
an innovative flooring company. The story of Ray C. Anderson is legendary. You can
learn more about him here.  

What CORE SC found when visiting The Ray in the summer of 2021 was examples of
technology that can be replicated right here in Charleston County. Think about it:

Too far fetched? CORE SC doesn't think so. Charleston County has an opportunity to
develop its own demonstrator/test roadway. After speaking with industry along the
Palmetto Commerce Parkway, we found there is interest in implementing these
technologies.  CORE SC is working with The Ray and other organizations to get a
demonstrator road like this in Charleston County.

The Ray's mission and vision is: "Zero Deaths. Zero Waste. Zero Carbon. Zero
Impact. It’s an ambitious goal, but by harnessing The Ray as a living lab for
innovative ideas and technologies, we’ve set a new standard for roadways across
the globe." There is no reason Charleston County can't achieve a similar mission and
vision and develop a demonstrator roadway of its own.

CORE SC is proud to be working with passionate, forward thinking, and generous
individuals at The Ray. The spirit of collaboration over competition is just one way
we are working to create a better environment for our citizens and the region. 

About CORE SC
The Center of Resilience
Excellence South Carolina (CORE
SC) is a consortium founded by the
College of Charleston, the South
Carolina Aquarium, and Charleston
County Government. 

What makes CORE SC effective?
Strong involvement with our
partners! We are stronger together
and work with a variety of partners
to find solutions that are equitable,
replicable, and scalable.

CORE SC and NASA continue to
build on past successes with the
goal of establishing a permanent
NASA facility in South Carolina.

Laura Rogers,  Deputy Director
at The Ray, is CORE SC's contact,
collaborator, and friend.

Established in 2015, The Ray asks:
What if we reimagine the way we
connect our communities, or lives
and our world? 

Look, mom! No hands! Kevin
Limehouse test drives an autonomous
vehicle at The Ray in July 2021. 
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For More Info: CORE SC encourages innovative ideas, solutions, projects, and partnerships.
Call Kevin Limehouse at 843-958-4012 or klimehouse@charlestoncounty.org | coresc.net.

CORE SC including Kevin Limehouse
and Clare Petersen examine
pollinators as a landscape
alternative to traditional grasses. 

https://www.raycandersonfoundation.org/biography
https://theray.org/

